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Meet Me
in Beirut

“Baalbek is the most
remarkable archaeological
site in Lebanon. It is a Roman
temple complex. Wellpreserved and impressive
in magnitude and beauty,
these ancient monuments
rival those in Rome and are
a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.” whc.unesco.org

Travel is at Nour al Nimer’s core.
Born in Beirut to a Palestinian father
and a Turkish mother, educated
in printmaking and fine arts in
London and inspired by the world,
she now ventures to the Hamptons
to launch her luxury homewares
brand, Nimerology, in the U.S. With
wanderlust and nature central to
her designs, al Nimer’s newest
collection—I Left my Heart in Mexico,
second edition—explores the rich
heritage of Mexican textiles and
sculptures. The jet-setter returns
to Lebanon to give us her favorite
hometown landmarks.

“The unfinished Rashid Karami International
Fair of Tripoli, designed by Brazilian architect
Oscar Niemeyer, is a dream place. It’s as if the
world stopped in the ’70s and you’ve been
transported back in time. It’s an experience
you will never forget—a modernist landmark
that was never completed due to the start of
the civil war, so it is still in ruins.”

Nour al Nimer’s
favorite shops
in Beirut include
Sarah’s Bag,
L’atelier Nawbar
and Rami Kadi.
Some of her top
restaurants are
Liza, Casablanca,
Falafel Sahyoun,
Capitole and
Hanna Ice Cream.

COLOR STORY

Nour al Nimer brings her globe-trotting
world to life through Nimerology. In its latest
iteration, the designer draws on traditional
Mexican textiles and sculptures. The
resulting collection, the second edition of I
Left my Heart in Mexico, is a kaleidoscopic
celebration of deep blue, teal, maroon
and platinum splashed across bone
china plates, serving pieces and bowls.
Matriark, 133 Main St., Sag Harbor,
matriark.com; nimerology.com
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“[Go to] Souk el Tayeb/farmers market on
Saturday, and if you are not there on the
weekend, then you can go to Tawlet. This
farmers market brings together farmers from
various villages in Lebanon to sell their fresh
produce, organic goods and the best dishes
from each village made by the women.”
soukeltayeb.com
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